Profiles in Leadership #2

Norman R. Augustine:
Doing the Right Thing

From accidental early experience to later study of great leaders, Norman R. Augustine,
M.S.E., New Jersey Delta ’57, has focused both on doing the right thing, and doing the
thing right.
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Augustine, chair of the Human Space
Flight Review Committee in 2009,
makes a point during a public meeting
in Washington. He has chaired many
such blue-ribbon panels. Photo: NASA

pay his way. Someone asked his intended major. Because
of his love for the outdoors, Augustine thought of becoming a forest ranger, but neither school offered forestry. “I
asked: ‘What would be like forestry?’ The person suggested
geological engineering. I had never even met an engineer,
let alone a geological engineer, but that’s what I wrote on
the application.”
Accepted by both institutions with full tuition paid,
Augustine chose Princeton. A year later, when returning
to Princeton on a midnight train from a date in New York
City, an older classmate—also from East High—on the
same train asserted that aeronautical engineering was the
big up-and-coming field. “He was so compelling that on
Monday I switched my major,” Augustine said, “although
I was scared to death I was not up to it because it was considered by many to be the toughest course in Princeton.”
Despite his fears, he received his BSE magna cum laude in
1957, and his MSE from Princeton in 1959 and was elected
to both Phi Beta Kappa and Tau Beta Pi.
Augustine said: “Princeton didn’t have a chapter of TBP
when I graduated so it was several years after graduation
that I officially became a member.”
Talk about lucky timing. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) had been formed eight
months earlier, a year after the USSR had launched Sputnik
I. Engineers were in high demand. When Augustine applied
to the aircraft division of Douglas Aircraft in Santa Monica,
he was assigned to work in research in the missiles and
space division. “I loved research,” he recounted. “Everyone
working in missiles and space technology was young. People
would come to me with questions, and I would do my best
to help. Soon I was put in charge of a design group. Before I
knew it, I was made a section head, then program manager,
then chief engineer, and so it went. Quite by accident, I
found myself leading others.”
Indeed, looking back, Augustine reflected, “My life was
one huge accident! I never realized until recently that I
never had a grand plan. I simply had a lot of interests. I also
focused on what I was doing, not on how to advance.” He
is convinced that “the best way to get ahead in a career is
NOT to try to get ahead. Instead, do what you are doing the
best you know how, and opportunities will follow. You’ll be
best at something you like, so choose something you love.”
‘That’s How It’s Done Here’
Once finding himself at the helm, however, and being an
avid reader of biographies and history, Augustine began
studying notable leaders to learn what made them great. He
observed certain commonalities: “They were people of great
character and high ethical standards. They worked hard.
They were selfless—they did not think about themselves
and their careers, but of the mission to be accomplished.
They looked out for others, and treated everybody alike.
Most importantly, as actions speak louder than words, they
set a personal example.”
In Augustine’s view, establishing an organizational culture of character and integrity is paramount. After all, he
asked, are employees “going to follow somebody they don’t
trust? In a dictatorship, you can force people to do what you

This Leader In Brief
Full professional name: Norman Ralph Augustine
Current position: Volunteer
Birthplace: Denver, CO
Highest degree: M.S.E., Princeton University, 1959, Aeronautical Engineering
Major career highlights: Douglas Aircraft 1958–1965 reaching Chief Engineer; Assistant Director, Defense Research and
Engineering, Office of the Secretary of Defense, 1965–1970;
Vice President, LTV Aerospace, 1970–1973; Assistant Secretary
of the Army (R&D), 1973–1975; Under Secretary of the Army,
1975–1977; with Martin Marietta Corp., which in 1995 became
Lockheed Martin Corp., 1977-1997, became President, then
Chairman and CEO; Chairman, American Red Cross, 1991–
2001; National President, Boy Scouts of America (1994–1996).
Board memberships: Black and Decker (1997-2010),
Lockheed-Martin (1986-2005), Conoco-Phillips (1989-2006),
and Proctor and Gamble (1989-2007).
Honors: Twenty-nine honorary doctorates; awards, including
the National Medal of Technology by President Clinton (1997);
Distinguished Public Service Award of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(2000); Distinguished Civilian Service Medal (the Department
of Defense’s highest civilian decoration) five times; the NASA
Distinguished Public Service Medal (1997); elected to Eagle
Scout Hall of Fame, 1998.
Greatest accomplishments: “Helping raise a wonderful
family, traveling in 111 nations, and standing on both the North
and South Poles.”
Books published: Augustine’s Laws, 1986; The Defense Revolution (with Kenneth L. Adelman), 1990; Augustine’s Travels, 1997;
Shakespeare in Charge (with Adelman), 1999.
Family: Wife Margareta Engman of Sweden (married 51
years); son Gregory E. (deceased) and daughter René I.
Hobbies: Hiking, tennis, photography, woodworking, writing, reading, stamp collecting, “building fancy dollhouses from
scratch,” and spending time with grandchildren.
Favorite books: “I love biography and history, but I hate
science fiction.” Favorites include The Count of Monte Cristo by
Alexandre Dumas; The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich by William
L. Shirer; Winston Churchill’s books on history; Scot Turow’s
legal thrillers; The Code Breakers by David Kahn.
Personal motto: “Motivation will beat mere talent almost
every time.”
If you could do one thing over: “I’d be less cautious. You
can do a lot more than you think you can. You’ve got to be
willing to fail, and I was too often afraid to fail.”
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Papua New Guinea tribesman impresses Augustine with his phenomenally accurate archery technique.

Augustine and wife Meg celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on
the Great Wall of China, with daughter René, son-in-law Mark Alarie, granddaughter Isabella and grandsons Christian and Alexander.

Augustine at work on a 1:24 scale model of the White House,
complete with electricity and working dumbwaiters, his current
leisure-time project. “I’m sure I worry the Secret Service,” he
laughs. “Whenever I visit the White House, I spend time staring
at window frames or stairs to make sure I get details right!” Photo:
Meg Augustine
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want done, but that’s not leadership.” In his experience, a
leader sets a tone from the top. “Smart people come into an
organization, look around, see that those in authority don’t
cut corners or behave unethically, and think ‘that’s how you
do it around here.’”
As an example, he cited an economically difficult time
around 1984, just after he was made President of Martin
Marietta Denver Aerospace. It was imperative for the
company to reduce expenses. Obvious savings could be
realized if managers stopped flying first class and started
taking coach. “But people were working long hours and
Augustine on TBP:
“I have found that membership in Tau Beta Pi is
sort of a ‘Good Housekeeping’ seal for engineers. When I run across a member I am pretty
sure they are a good engineer. Over the years
I have particularly enjoyed the publications and
interactions made possible with other members.
I am particularly proud that my son was also a
member.”
company philosophy was we hire first class people and treat
them first class, so I hated to lay this on them,” Augustine
recounted. So without any fanfare or announcement, he
personally began flying coach. Observing this, soon other
managers followed suit. To everyone’s amazement, more
than savings resulted from flying coach: “It put our company’s leaders back with our customers, giving them hours
on flights to get better acquainted and discuss issues,” Augustine recounted, “while all our competitors were isolated
up front in first class!”
Later, as CEO of Lockheed Martin, whenever he talked
to a group of employees, he emphasized three points: Act
ethically, take care of customers, treat everyone with
respect. “I never mentioned profit—to the chagrin of our
Wall Street bankers,” he remarked. “I believe if you get
those three main things right, profit will take care of itself.”
The Power of Convincing
How different is leading corporations versus military organizations versus nonprofits? “The fundamentals of leadership across all three are surprisingly similar,” Augustine
observed. The key difference is tactics. “In the uniformed
military, people respect orders. In nonprofits, you can only
lead by convincing. In a corporation, you do something in
between.”
From his own experience, however, he feels that convincing is the most powerful. “In all three, you want to convince
people why it’s important to reach a goal, and then let them
figure out how to do it. You want to create an environment
where everyone can excel and contribute. For one thing,
everyone knows how to do their own job better than you
know how to do their job. Plus, you want them to internalize
your values, so they can persevere without you.”
As an example, he cited a time when Lockheed Martin
was preparing a bid for a major fixed-price contract for
manufacturing a tactical missile, in which competitors were
to submit sealed bids to the Federal government; the low-

est bidder would win the job. Their cost estimate was just
completed when an envelope arrived from an anonymous,
presumably disgruntled employee at a competing company,
disclosing the competitor’s bid. Lockheed Martin employees
realized that if they shaved a little off, they could underbid the competitor and win the contract. But they didn’t.
Lockheed Martin submitted its original bid to the Federal
government.
And it lost the job. “But the employees did the legally
and ethically right thing!” Augustine exclaimed. “More
importantly, they did it without consulting me! That reveals
the power of setting organizational culture. I hate losing.
But I’d rather lose than cheat.”
Engineering as Preparation
Engineering is “the best undergraduate education you can
take to prepare for virtually any career,” declared Augustine. “It is also an enormous help in any leadership position,
because as a rule, engineers work hard, think analytically,
are organized and disciplined, and don’t cut corners—after
all, you can’t cheat Mother Nature!”
However, the biggest failing of many undergraduate
programs in engineering, he feels, is their lack of liberal
arts. “Engineers today need courses in economics and history nearly as much as they need thermodynamics. I was
fortunate to study engineering in a liberal arts university,
so I was required to take classes in literature, philosophy,
and art—which lend different and valuable perspectives.
There I also learned to write. Those things are essential
to good leadership.”
Today, six years after the 2007 publication of the Gathering Storm report, Augustine is even more concerned
about the quality of U.S. K-12 education. Worse, he sees
an additional cloud darkening the horizon.
“Today our universities are greatly challenged,” he
pointed out. “Throughout the 20th century, our universities
were our competitive advantage. When writing our original
report, it never occurred to us they could be endangered.
But with the collapse of the economy in 2008, states have
slashed their support to our great public universities, faculty salaries have declined, and faculty are being attracted
abroad in a big international competition for talent. Our
nation must reverse this if we are to continue to lead.”
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Trudy E. Bell, M.A., (t.e.bell@ieee.org, www.trudyebell.com,
and she now Tweets @trudyebell), is senior writer for the
University of California High-Performance AstroComputing Center (http://hipacc.ucsc.edu/) and a contributing editor
for Sky & Telescope magazine. A former editor for Scientific
American and IEEE Spectrum magazines, she has written a
dozen books and nearly 500 articles. During 2013, she is
running a centennial weekly research weblog ‘Our National
Calamity’: The Great Easter 1913 Flood at http://nationalcalamityeaster1913flood.blogspot.com/. This profile is her 19th
feature for The Bent.
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